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Scout & about
We’ve been shopping for your home.

WE’RE 
COVETING

WHAT’S NEW? At Nest, quite a lot, actually: 
new brands; a new online store; and a new 
shop, Nest Weekend, at Auckland’s Cheltenham 
Beach. It’s an apt location given the laid-back 
vibe of its lovely offerings, like these pieces 
crafted by fair-trade artisans in Bangladesh 
and Malawi. nest-direct.com
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LITTLE WONDERS The PH5 
pendant has been beloved 
since its creation by Poul 
Henningsen in 1958, so we’re 
not surprised Louis Poulsen 
has resized it to create even  
more scope for its inclusion  
in contemporary homes.  
Poul was one of the first to 
recognise the importance of 
the shaping of light, and the 
PH5 remains innovative for its 
glare-free form and uniform 
illumination. cultdesign.co.nz

CHECK! The versatility of modular  
seating is indisputable and Simon James’ 
Arcade sofa (right) ticks that box, while 
its foam and feather body juxtaposed  
by an ultra-refined arm breeze through 
our rigorous tests for comfort and style. 
Pieces are sold separately; below is the 
daybed bit. simonjamesdesign.com

FLYING SAUCERS Italian lighting brand Astep brings together today’s visionaries  
and iconic designers of the past, among them founder Alessandro Sarfatti’s grandad, 
Gino. When everyone else was using glass, Gino was experimenting with stronger, lighter 
methacrylate, from which he crafted this Model 2065 pendant in 1950. We’re never not 
enchanted by its saucer-shaped diffusers that look as if they’re floating. goodform.co.nz

BOOM BOOM POW The artworks in 
Evie Kemp’s new Still Life series pack quite  
the visual punch. Depicting the fantasy 
vignettes of her dreams in gloriously vivid 
shades, the large-scale works are limited 
edition, so if you want one, you’d better  
get your a into g. eviekemp.com

CHAIR, BRO Nice one, Città  
– we’re definitely feeling the velvet 
Eve armchair and similarly textural 
accents from the Autumn 18 
collection, Ornamental. Inspired by 
the opulence of Vienna, the range 
references the magic of the city’s 
ornate architecture, concert halls  
and pastry shops, aiming to turn 
your home into more of a sensory 
experience. cittadesign.com

PRETTY IN PORCELAIN Danish fashion designer Stine Goya  
has a talent for unusual prints and colour combos, and it shows in 
Fiora, her collection for Kähler. She caught our attention with this 
pink centrepiece (near right, which doubles as a planter) and vase, 
but there’s more where that came from at theporcelainlounge.com

The EF5000 outdoor gas 
fireplace from Escea makes 
outdoor entertaining easy.

With electronic ignition, 
customisable styling and 
16.5kW of heat, it’s outdoor 
living with indoor comforts.  

Eat out...
at yours.

www.escea.com/EF5000


